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AUFT - QUALITY
THROUGH KNOW-HOW
CHAINS •SPROCKETS •ROLLERS •AXES
AUFT was founded on January 1st, 2005.
In idyllic Schmallenberg in Sauerland,

Our products are found in places where people,
bulk or loose goods are efﬁciently transported and

Step chain

lifted, even under difﬁcult conditions.

Bushing conveyor chains according to DIN 8165 and DIN 8167

solutions are developed for bushing conveyor
chains, roller chains, special chains, chain
pulleys and chain extension components.

Our scope of delivery comprises the following products:

Bushing conveyor chains to customer speciﬁcations
Our escalators and travelators are found in

Bushing chain according to DIN 8164

department stores and public transport sectors

Galle chains according to DIN 8150 and DIN 81511

such as metros and airports.

Draw bench chains and Galle chains to customer request
Link plate chains according to DIN 8175 and DIN 8176

Knowledge speaks on our behalf as our

Proﬁt from our technical knowledge. We measure
your conveying systems on-site, determine ma-

technically trained employees have more than

terials with appropriate heat treatments and cor-

30 years of experience in the chain industry,

responding dimensional tolerances. Together, we
optimize products for your particular applications.

guaranteeing quality and the best support.
Our scope of delivery in the escalator industry

We supply products to our customer‘s
wishes and comprehensive service from
quotation through acceptance.

comprises step chains, drive chains, escalator
rollers and if required, corresponding chain pulleys

Link plate chain to customer speciﬁcations
Roller chains according to DIN 8187 and DIN 8188
Custom roller chains with extensions
Forged link chains
Plate chains according to customer request
Block chains
other special chains according to customer request
Chain pulleys for all chain types

and axes.
Our products are also used in other sectors:
Wood industry
Hydraulic steel structures
Automotive industry
Bulk goods industry
Steel industry
Other industrial applications

